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Freestyle skateboarding tricks for beginners

No matter what level of skateboarding you are at, we believe all skateboarders should give freestyle skateboarding a try. The freestyle magician himself, Mike Osterman, took a trip to Brailleuz to teach us the 5 easiest freestyle stunts on a skateboard. These tricks are great for exploring if you're a rookie skateboarder, or a more
experienced skateboarder looking to expand your skills in the freestyle skating world. Check out our video below for an amazing introductory freestyle lesson with Mike Osterman and Ethan Young. 5 The simplest freestyle tricks for beginners Rail-standWalk DogSwitch-bladeTail-stop Finger-flipSmoothies Rail-stand Start with a tail down
and both feet on the tail with your fingers pointing to your nose and heels touching the ground. Take the back foot and place the sole of the back foot on the side of the board near the rear wheels. From here, click on the board with your back foot to turn over to the side (like a primo). Once the board is pressed, you will step up and balance
on the board with your feet positioned on wheels. To maintain balance, bend your knees and get a low center of gravity. Stay free and relaxed and try not to lock up and lose balance. Walk the dog Place the front leg in the middle of the board with your toes pointing directly to the nose. Now use your back leg to step around your front leg,
placing your back leg on your nose with your toes pointing to the right if your goof, or left if you're regular. Next, go back to the ball of your back foot to bring the board about 180 degrees. From here you would be hugging your front leg again, bringing your back foot forward to your nose and then turning back. Repeat this movement over
and over again to walk the dog. Switch-blade This trick is a mixture of shoddy it and rod. Take the front leg, place it on the front bolts with your toes pointing to the nose. You'll then use your ankle to push down your nose and turn the board 180 degrees behind you (like nolly's backside to snoot it), holding your nose crushed all the time.
Now that your front foot is pressed on the board, change your legs so that your back leg replaces the front leg and the front leg moves back to the front of the board. A little hops should be jumping enough to get your feet back in position to roll back. As you get a sense of this trick it will start to look more right and flash out of the right way.
Tail-stop Finger-flip With this trick you can flip it in one of 2 ways; as a kickflip, or as a heel. Start with the tail down and both legs on the tail with their heels touching the ground and toes pointing to the nose. Use your right hand if you are stupid, or left hand if you regularly grab the nose of the board. Have your thumb in the middle of your
nose pressed to grips, so it can help you push the board and flip it over with your hand. Flip Board Thumbs and fingers and jump with the board as it flips over, so you can get your feet on your grip to land the trick. Smoothie Smoothie is basically a one-nolli rear rod. In freestyle, this is considered a one-footed endover. After the first turn
you would rotate again, but with 2 feet as the ultimate. In order to make a one-foot turn from the nose, place the front leg on the bolts and then simply turn the front leg, pointing your toes to the tail. When the front foot is on the bolts and switched on, you will come back behind you (nollie backside), lifting the back foot off the board, allowing
it to rotate, balance and rotate only on that front foot. Once the board is fully turned 180 degrees, go back to the tail with your back foot and then perform a half-cab turn to finish the Smoothie. Many thanks to Mike and Ethan for going out and showing us these super fun tricks. We hope you learned something too. Now get out there and
skate! This article may contain an excessive number of complex details that can only be of interest to a particular audience. Please help, spin or move any relevant information, and remove excessive details that may be against Wikipedia's inclusion policy. Video by May 2013 (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This
article needs attention from a skateboarding expert. The specific problem is: esoteric language should be more general and accessible. WikiProject skateboarding can help recruit an expert. 2020-07-07. Freestyle skateboarding stunt stunt performed with skateboard while freestyle skateboarding. Some of these tricks are done in a
stationary position, unlike many other skateboarding tricks. The keys to a good freestyle contest are diversity, complexity, fluidity and creativity. This is an incomplete list that includes the most notable tricks. Terminology Main article: List of nose skateboarding terms – the part of the board that usually leads towards the ride tail – the part of
the board that usually goes in the direction of the truck ride – the collective name of the front and rear axle of the fakie skateboard nodes - to ride the back rod - to kickturn, spin, or turn horizontally scoop [determination required] varial[definition necessary] wrapping [determination necessary] airwalk [determination necessary] tail-stop - to
come to a stop with the tail of the board facing the ground nosetop - to come to a stop with the nose of the board when in contact with the ground front side - indicates that the skater is facing the outside of the turn; on the slides, indicates that the rail or protrusion is on the front (toe) of the board. behind – indicates that the skater faces the
central turning point; on the slides, indicates that the rail or protrusion is on the back (side of the heel) board. Constant tricks These tricks involve stationary balancing. 50/50 Truckstand/primo A 50/50 truck when the board is balanced almost vertically with the rear standing on the truck and front hand holding its nose. A typical way to
perform a 50/50 truckstand is to put the board in the nose, grab the board with your back hand, jump and throw it on the front hand and land the back foot on the truck, then perform a half-finger flip to land it. Casper Main article: Casper (skateboarding) Freestyle position, where the skateboard is upside down and balanced at the point of
the tail. The skater's stagnation is on the underside of the tail and the front leg is hooked under the deck (touching the front leg to the ground is not a proper Casper). Named after inventor Bobby Casper Boyden. Performing this trick, some skateboarders will drop the front of the board and repeatedly catch it with the front foot, capturing the
attention of the audience through rhythm and noise. [citation required] Railstand's Railstand skateboard is balanced on one edge with the rider standing on the opposite edge, usually with his feet also on wheels. This position can be used as a setting for many other stunts, and was invented in the 1970s by Bobby Kasper Boyden. There
are heels on the board in the rails, with a grip standing in front of the rider's back, and a Toeside Railstand on the contrary. A common variation is cooperstand, which is a Railstand with one foot on the wheel and another on the nose. Handshake Handshake on skateboard. Many variations evolved from this, including sole handshakes,
eateries, frogs, handshake wheels, hand turns, hand slips and fingers, railstand Handstands, etc. Also tv stands that are Handstands made in 50/50. Street Factory Trick hand-held factory, in which the rider holds the board in one hand, makes a handshake with one hand, puts the board under his feet, then descends from the top of the
board. It's used as a bizarre way to get on the board. It's similar to an invert on Vert[needed clarification] but made on a flat site. A complex variation is the YoYo plant, made without touching the toe to the ground. [clarification required] Usually this is done by rolling the faki with one hand planted on the ground as the other grabs the board.
This is one of the many variations developed by Joachim Yoyo Schultz. The HoHo plant includes a handshake with both hands on the ground and a board resting on its feet. The YoHo plant starts with the YoYo plant and then places a free hand on the ground to take HoHo's position. The trick is often seen performed by Terry Sinnott.
Spins 360 Spin 1970s skate competitions such as those shown at Lords of Dogtown will often have an event to see who can make the most consistent 360 backs on a skateboard. Variations include a one-legged back (on the nose or tail, or a leg grab during rotation), a two-legged back (on the nose or tail), cross-backs, two-board backs,
etc. Bigspin Trick, in which the board rotates 360 degrees while the skateboarder turns 180 degrees in the same direction above it. If the skateboarder rotates the opposite direction of the skateboard it is called Anti-Bigspine. This can be done in any direction from any position, and in freestyle is often done after Casper. Higher rotations
are possible when rotating the board specified before the trick name; For example: 540 Bigspin combines 540 Shove-It and 180 body twist. The Gazelle A Gazelle is a 540-degree board rotation, while the rider spins 360 degrees in the same direction above it. This is usually done from the front end of the board and spun the backside while
travelling forward, but can be done in any direction and combined with flips. In fact, this is the next step up from Bigspin. Shove is a 180-degree spin (instead of flip) board. The name can have selections added to describe the direction of rotation (front or back) or more rotation. In freestyle, the trick is usually performed from the front of the
board while driving forward, which helps provide flat and fast rotations. In streetstyle, Shove-Its often popped up (called Pop Shuvit) from either end of the board. Possible rotations in front or back. Pushes - it should rotate completely flat, unlike the Impossible, which should rotate completely vertically. Walk the dog kicking the trick that
whirls the board. The front leg is located in the middle of the board, and the back leg goes to the nose and turns it back, rotating the board 180 degrees. With practice, this trick can be done in a quick repeat - or back again - although slow performance can create the illusion of speed. The End-Over A End-Over turns are a series of 180-
degree turns, starting with the nose (or tail when rolling fakie). Pressure is placed on the nose to lift the rear wheels, then the rider quickly turns 180 degrees (front or back), rotating across the nose while maintaining speed and direction of movement. One pilot immediately follows another in the opposite rotation; when these rods are made
by consecutive lines, they are considered End-Overs (eventually above the end). It's not uncommon to mix more complex turns in an End-Overs sequence, such as a 360 rod or a single leg rod. Jaywalk is an extended version of The End-Over, in which a non-performing rod leg rises from the board and is brought downhill in a place where
the board will be after the turn is complete. This was invented by Brian Rummer. In the Monster Walk version, instead of alternating turns, the rider rotates front and front or back and back (fakie), giving the appearance of taking very big steps forward or backward. Flip flip tricks give impetus to weightless boards while skater jumps, and
can be used to refocus the board in the desired position for landing. Butter Flip Butter Flip is performed following the heels of Railstand. Both legs jump to one side of the board, side by side with no more than a 2-inch (5cm) gap. The rider puts pressure on the end of the board, which is not at the wheel. This pops the board up, allowing it
to grab its hand opposite the foot, which applied pressure. This trick is used to go from Heelside Railstand to Pogo or 50/50. The board can also be caught with a foot, making it Butter Flip on No Handed 50/50. The stunt is named after his inventor Keith Butterfield. Fingerflip Fingerflip uses finger movement to flip a skateboard. As a rule,
the rider rolls forward, grabs the nose of the board with his front hand, then simultaneously jumps and flips the weightless board with his hand. Then the rider will come down on the board or catch the board in the air. There are plenty of variations including double fingerflip, varial fingerflip, fingerflip backhand, and 360 Fingerflip, and Fakie
versions of them. Variations of Ollie Fingerflip are considered more complex because the rider needs Ollie before initiating Fingerflip. Professional freestyler Daryl Grogan is known for his Ollie 360 Fingerflip, while Rodney Mullen has been known to use Ollie Varial Fingerflip in many of his runs and videos. Note that your fingertips are
different from the tips of the hand, which involve grabbing the edge of the board and using a full hand to throw the board in a backflip. Kickflip This trick begins with a rider positioned with his feet side by side directed toward his nose; one leg (usually behind the back foot) touched the edge of the board. The opposite leg pushes down and
is hooked leg kicked sideways when the rider jumps, the rider's body turns to the ground in a normal riding position. Invented by Kurt Lindgren. Legs should never touch the ground in trickery, and turning a hooked leg in such a way that it pointes directly at the other leg is technically a boost and is considered a bad shape. Variations
include Doubleflips, Varial Flips, 360 Flips and M-80s. Return Trick featuring half flip back followed by a half flip forward. From the position with the front foot on the front bolts and fingers of the back foot along the edge of the heels in the middle of the board, this can be done by clicking down on the fingers of the back foot, then jumping,
pushing the board forward and catching it on the handle of the tape. Hops and jumping Ollie Ollie stunt in which the rider and board leap into the air without using the hands of the rider. The rider tramples on the tail of the board to bring it mostly upright, jumps, bends his knees as the skateboard steps up, and slides the front foot forward to
level the skateboard at the peak of the jump. It was originally designed by Alan Ollie Gelfand in a toe, and bought on flat ground by Rodney Mullen. It is considered a fundamental training in skateboarding needed to jump on, over or off obstacles. Nolly (short for ollie's nose) is Ollie's most common variation, changing the roles of two legs
so that the front leg pops out his nose to the ground and the back leg guides the board. Pogo trick in skateboard is used as a pogo stick. The board is held upright on the boarder's legs, one foot on the lower truck and one or both hands holding its nose to lift the board up like a rider's hop. It can also be done by squeezing the board
between both legs in a handless version, or standing with one foot on the truck while the other crossed her toes of that leg, pushing on the grip for a cross-poo. The Switchfoot Pogo is performed by alternating its foot on the truck with each series of continuous Pogo hops, so it appears the skater walks around the truck. Slides and grinding
Slides and grinds involve riding a skateboard as it moves through a ledge or rail on its board (slide) or truck (grinding). Primo Slide This trick requires balancing like Railstand, but is done while driving, with the side of the board sliding on the ground. Invented by Primo Desidero, the original version involved sliding back 180 degrees, but
many skaters now hold them in a straight line, flipping in and out of them. Coconut Wheelie, Coco Slide A Coconut Wheelie or Coco Slide is like a primo Slide, but the deck never touches the ground, instead held in wheelie side. This trick was invented by trainer Vince W.[1] Variations include a handshake, grab, spacewalk transmission,
etc. other Calf wrap transitions (Flamingo/Figure Four) A trick in which a skater uses one leg to wrap a board around the shin of his opposite leg that is planted on the ground, then unwinds it to land in the riding position. An earlier version of this trick was called Flamingo or Number Four for the leg position in the middle of the stunt, with the
board touching the inner knee or hip. This was not often used until a faster version of calf wrap was developed to accommodate the reverse 180 re-entry to cans and ramps. The stunt was invented by Derek Belene, and designed and popularised by Mike Valley, Ray Gregorio, Dorian Thaker and Chris Markovic. Guide Guide is a stunt
similar to a bicycle wheel, where a skateboarder balances only the front or rear wheels touching the ground. Manuals can be done either with both feet or on the same wheel. A guide in which both legs are right on the nose is called Hang Ten; its tail counterpart is called Heelie. Operating manuals place the back foot on the back bolt and
front leg under the nose, hitting the board until the balance is reached. The Swedish guide (presumably named after Stefan Lillis Akesson) places the front leg on the nose pointing forward and the back fingers are used to connect the tail up in the nose manual. The G-Turn is a nose guide, but without colliding with the direction of the ride.
The rider increases speed, then puts the front foot on his nose, keeping his back leg over the rear wheels. While driving, the board tends to flip front or back, ending with its back. Variations: Unicolystic, posterior, hang (two feet on the nose) nose) In the impossible, the board rotates vertically over the back foot in a 360-degree rotation. An
early version of the stunt (now called Nosehook Impossible) involved plugging the front leg under her nose to lift the board before her back leg started to scoop it; Later, Rodney Mullen developed the technique, popping up in Ollie from his usual ride position. There are many variations of both Nosehook Impossible and Ollie Impossible.
Daryl Grogan was the first to land undisputedly, Halfcab, and made a one-foot landing, while Mullen made many variations from his nose known as Nollie Impossibles. Combined Tricks Broken Fingers This half truckhook Impossible to get into 50/50. The rider stands on his tail, puts his front foot under the board and jumps backwards,
hammering the board in front. This will turn the board upside down. The rider catches the tail of the board with his front hand and lands his foot, which was boarded by the truck. This trick has been dubbed Broken Fingers due to danger: failure to jump high enough or lean back enough on landing can lead to crushed fingers. Without
hands, a version of this trick called the Half Truckhook Impossible crossbar hit No-Handed 50/50. Casper Disaster Also coming up with Bobby Casper Boyden, this trick has no bearing on Casper's position. While rolling fakie or nollie, the skater enters Heelside Railstand with one foot. The leg, which does not touch the wheel, points
downwards and pushes the side of the skateboard clutch while the rider spins 180 degrees towards the truck. Once the board and rider rotate 180 degrees, the legs work together to push the skateboard down into the rolling position. Carousel This is a specific truck transplant to a truck that can be seen as half Impossible from 50/50 to a
50/50 switch – still standing on the back foot. The rider starts at 50/50, throws a board over his foot that stands on the truck and jumps up. When the board has made a half-roll, the rider lands on the truck and catches the nose of the board with the same hand used to flip it. In 2014, Marco Assi became the first man to have 360 Carousel,
completing a complete impossible around the foot to land back in the starting position of 50/50. (By July 2015, only two other freestylers had achieved this.) Fan Flip Fan Flip starts at Pogo's position. The rider jumps up, tips his fingers (usually with his front hand), and kicks to the side, landing on the truck in a Pogo position (usually on one
side). Without hands, the fan flip starts with no hands pogo or no-handed 50/50, uses the finger and ends in no-handed 50/50. Gingersnap Being in the Hang Ten (Manual) position, the skater appears on his nose, causing the board to make nollie Hardflip movement, travelling vertically between the riders' legs and landing back in a normal
position. If half of the flip is done with the help of The stunt is called Hazze Flip, named after Hazze Lindgren. Godzilla Flip This trick involves standing with one foot on the board at Tailstop and rotating the board into the impossible around that leg with your hand. Or the leg, and any arm can be used, but no leg should touch the ground.
Not to be confused with Godzilla Railflip, which is Triple Varial Railflip with body Varial. Helipop from behind 360 Nollie, executed by starting the turn just before the start of Nollie, with the front foot on the nose of the board and the back foot in the Nollie Heelflip position. Invented by Rodney Mullen. If the full 360 can't be reached, the rider
can recover by landing at 270 and turning the rest of the way on the rear wheels. Variations: grabs, front, flips. Attempt backside 360 Nollie (or 270 and turn to 360). Alameda Centrala, Mexico City, 2015. M-80 This trick begins with Kickflip turning the rider's body into the air to catch the board with his back foot on his nose, spinning 180
degrees on the front wheels before the rear wheels hit the ground. It was invented by Matt Barden in 1980. Many variations have been developed, including the M-80 nose (which sobs the varial body and lands the front leg on the nose), fakie and double flip versions. No stick In this trick, the front foot slides on the side of the board, with
body weight on the back foot above the tail; then climbs up and the rider jumps, guiding the board with his back foot or knee, and turns his front leg into contact with the board. This trick has many variations including 180, 360, Varials, Flips, Fingerflips, Impossibles, etc. Ray Barbie is noted as a master of No Hold variations for many who
have watched Powell's earlier video. Ollie Airwalk This trick is Ollie's combination with airwalk. [Clarification required] The rider initiates Ollie and grabs the board with his front hand, kicks the front foot forward and the back foot backwards (diagonal towards the ride). This trick was invented by Rodney Mullen, and has many variations
including fingertips and 180 revolutions. Pressure flip This is a backflip using just one leg (or), with a board launched into the air and inverted in one motion. Like Ollie Flip, Turning the pressure can make nolly or faki in any combination of flipping and turning directions. The trick most often spins from behind, flipping towards the heel,
bringing something resembling an Inward Heelflip. San Francisco Flip San Francisco Flip is a type of gear truck where the rider enters the No-Handed 50/50 and makes the no-handed carousel for crossfoot No-Handed 50/50. Invented by Guenter Mokulys. Locust Wrap/Wrap around invented by Rodney Mullen, and usually done with Pogo
or 50/50, this trick involves the front leg tracing a circle around the nose of the board without touching the ground. Experienced skaters can do a few locust wraps continuously. Scare scare [clarification required], resulting in the board being held in close proximity to the rider's crotch (hence the name). It is sometimes mistakenly believed to
be just an air pass with your feet in reverse. [citation required] Sidewinder Rolls the truck over to the truck, where the rider switches from pogo to one truck on the pogo on another truck with the board upside down throughout. During the stunt, the board flips about 90 degrees. Variations: switching the foot, the same leg and flip. Spacewalk
Another kind of Walk in freestyle skateboarding. The rider enters the Instruction on two wheels and swings the other end of the board from side to side; another set of wheels should not touch the ground during the stunt. The wider the swing, the better Spacewalk looks. There are many variations, including nasal space passages, Hang
Ten Spacewalks, reverse space passages, single-generation space spaces (invented by Günter Mokulys) and more. TV stand The TV stand is a handshake made at 50/50. While at 50/50 or Pogo, the rider grabs the lower truck (the one with the back foot) and performs a handshake with his other hand while holding the nose of the board.
The trick lands, making half the flip. The variation in grabbing the top truck is called Jawbreaker, invented by Primo Desiderio. Varial punch/heel slip kick or heel with a twist; the kickflip is combined with the back of the shoves-it, and the heel of the volume is combined with the front. Multi-breasted stunts Placing two, three or more boards
on each other can increase rebounding strength and extend the achievable height of the jump for aspiring skaters. It is also possible to increase the complexity by making real tricks from folded boards: several onboard handshakes, several onboard averts, oil to several boards, rock 'n' roll to a multi-board slide, a multi-board wheel, etc.
Specific tricks with multiple boards include: Duffy This trick is done with two boards, one foot in the tail section on one board and the other with his foot on the second board in the nasal hectic. [2] It is one of the oldest freestyle stunts and has been featured in the Girl Skateboards video So Right!, gus Van Sant's film [Paranoid Park (film)|
Paranoid Park]], and Lords of dogtown film. Tony Hawke's Underground Game calls it the right guide yes. Variations include roller two-board tails and two-board nasal wheels, cross wheels and backs, and a two-bath two-panelid narcissus. You can also lose one of the boards and continue with a one-footed wheel. Reference ^ Dixon,



F.W.; 2017- 2017. Skateboard Cat Astroph. Hardy boys clue book. Aladdin. The 1990s were quoted on 11 February 2018. 1976— 1976. Any skateboard book. Bantam Books. The 1990s were cited on 11 February 2018. Retrieved
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